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How does God feel?

Number 328

How are you today? Sometimes as we all know this results in a comprehensive
recounting of the symptoms and the medical ups and downs since we last met. This may
of course be what we were asking about and, if the person has been unwell, it probably
was what we wanted to know; but frequently when we hear the question asked “How are
you”, the response is rather different, something like, “Oh, I’m feeling fine thank you.”

JOURNAL OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE OF THE NEW CHURCH

The way we are ‘feeling’ is not really about our physical state of health and although
this may be involved, far more important as regards how we ‘feel’ is our spiritual
wellbeing. Often it seems to me that it is not so much the way things are, as the way we
feel about them that really matters.
In contrast to this, much of the Bible simply describes what took place. It recounts
past history, from a spiritual viewpoint it is true, but most of what we read is about what
people did and the way things worked out. What we don’t hear so much about is the way
they were feeling as the frequently dramatic events in their lives are played out.
What I often try to do in seeking to relate the past history of the bible to the present
history of my own life, is put myself in say Joseph’s place as he rots in Pharaoh’s prison
forgotten by the people he had helped, or in Daniel’s place when he is told the penalty for
continuing to pray to the Lord is to be thrown into the lions den! Then I look at the feelings
I have about the situation.
But how did these people actually feel? Very often the bible tells us very little. Was
Joseph angry, depressed or resigned at being forgotten? We aren’t told. We know that
the king who threw Daniel to the lions didn’t sleep all night but there is no mention of
Daniel’s feelings at all! Was he fearful or fearless? How did God feel? It is left to our
imagination.
Perhaps part of the reason that the Book of Psalms has such a deep and enduring
appeal is that it is filled with feelings. It covers the spectrum of human emotion from
wonder and joy, to desperation and misery. The psalms speak from the heart and
although we do not know the situation in which most were written we frequently do
recognise the feelings of doubt or anxiety, thankfulness or happiness that they express.
It can be deeply reassuring to find our feelings and emotional struggles in God’s
book, showing that He does understand and appreciate how we feel. It is as if, rather than
the Lord asking “How are you” instead through the psalms He is saying to us I know how
you are”
(Continued on page 2)
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Our mission is to express, share and experience with others in life an inclusive,
non-judgmental vision of God’s kingdom
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But it goes far deeper than the Lord putting our feelings into words, these 150 songs or spiritual poems found their
fulfilment in His own life on earth. Swedenborg maintains that Jesus lived these verses. They describe what the
gospels do not - how Jesus was feeling, and the inner battles that went on in His heart. We might feel that God has let
us down, left us to cope on our own but when we read a psalm like the 22nd we realise that not only does the Lord’s
Word know how we feel, the Lord when on earth felt that feeling. He walked the path before us. He doesn’t just feel
for us He feels with us.
Through our own experience being mirrored in the psalms we are brought closer to the Lord. These verses were
His experience before they described ours. These verses He came to fulfil, or might we perhaps say fill them full,
with their real meaning through His life and ministry, His death and resurrection.
Is it any wonder that as they read the psalms so many people say that not only do they describe how they feel, but
that they also make them feel close to Jesus Christ. Is this part of what John means when He speaks of the Word
being made flesh and dwelling among us? I think perhaps it is.
Rev Clifford Curry

A Day at Kildwick
On Saturday 25th September twelve children and adults from
Accrington, Bradford, Braithwaite and Kearsley enjoyed a day
at Kildwick learning about correspondences. The event was
organised and led by Pauline Grimshaw (New Church Youth
Development Worker). The children, many of whom had not
met before, soon became friends while exchanging
experiences of visits to Purley Chase earlier in the year. After
a guided tour of the centre Pauline introduced the topic of
correspondences and then we all had fun using leaves,
flowers and a variety of craft materials to produce our own
creations. After a picnic lunch and a game, Rev Alan Lewin
re-focused our thoughts on correspondences before we set
off to enjoy the beauty of the autumn countryside as we
climbed up to the Pinnacle. The fresh air and exercise gave
us good appetites for the delicious baked potato and salads
tea ( also provided by Pauline).
With pockets bulging with conkers and acorns and clutching
their attractive handiwork the children exchanged
addresses and 'phone numbers before setting off home.
The day had started grey, chilly and damp and the number
attending was smaller than we had hoped for but, as new
friendships formed and precious truths were shared,
Kildwick Centre once again lit up with smiling faces and
happy chatter and I don't think I was the only person who
left with a warm glow inside, feeling that the day had been
well worthwhile. Thank you to Pauline, Alan and everyone
who came to Kildwick that day.
Carolyn Kennion
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All Souls
In the traditional Christian calendar the 1st November is
denominated All Saints’ Day and the following day is All
Souls Day, the day when it used to be the custom for
relatives to visit the graves (usually with bunches of
flowers) of those family members who had passed on,
whether recently or in the more distant past. The
beginning of November, the season of the
chrysanthemum, is an appropriate time for such a
commemoration. With the falling of the leaves we are
aware of the dying of the year, a process brought home
to us forcefully by the putting back of the clocks towards
the end of October, notwithstanding that the latter is a
secular practice and one of comparatively recent origin.
The celebration of Halloween, or the eve of All Saints,
with its association with witches and ghosts, is much
more in the popular consciousness these days. The
symbolism, or ‘correspondence’, of things in the natural
world with spiritual things should come as no surprise to
people of the New Church.
The deaths of family dear ones and good friends, as
well as being occasions of sadness and loss, also
remind us of our own mortality and cause us to reflect on
why we are here and what we should do with our own
lives. The teaching of the New Church on the subject of
death and resurrection is of the most uplifting and
consoling kind, but it does not take away the fact of
death. It is natural for us to be sad when those dear to us
die. Even Jesus wept when he heard that his friend
Lazarus had died. But prolonged and unnatural grief is
not good for us. The Victorian custom of going into deep
mourning for months on end has long gone. We often
say that ‘life must go on’, harsh as that may seem to
those who have just lost a dear one. And we are right to
say that. Our teachings tell us that life, in a more
abundant and richer form, does indeed go on for those
who have cast aside the physical body. That life
continues immediately after death. There is no sleeping
for an eternity until being raised in a new body at the
Last Day. The teachings of the New Church about life
after death are rational, clear and optimistic. Do we
believe them because we are convinced that
Swedenborg, in his spiritual explorations, really did
encounter ‘the presence of other worlds’, to quote the
title of Wilson Van Dusen’s famous popularising book
about him? Or do we believe them because that what is
what our church teaches, that is what we have been
brought up to believe, or what we have come to accept
in adult life to be true? Or do we believe the evidence of
accounts of near death experiences? Perhaps it is a
combination of all three, but I think we need something
else, that intuition (for want of a better word) that tells us
that we are spiritual beings destined for eternal life, not
just mortal creatures who are destined to return to the
dust of the earth. Unless we make this belief part of our
very being and act in accordance with our conviction, it
will remain something hollow and ultimately ‘unreal’.

Rational belief in a continuance of life beyond the
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grave did not begin with Emanuel Swedenborg in the
middle of the eighteenth century. In 1693 William Penn,
the Quaker who founded and gave his name to the state
of Pennsylvania wrote this about death:
‘Death is but crossing the world, as friends do
the seas; they live in one another still. For they
must needs be present, that love and live in
that which is omnipresent. In this divine glass,
they see face to face; and their converse is
free, as well as pure. This is the comfort of
friends, that though they may be said to die,
yet their friendship and society are, in the best
sense, ever present, because immortal’.
In William Penn’s day crossing the Atlantic Ocean
was a risky business that, even if all went well, would
take several weeks, but it was something that he
achieved (presumably more than once) and was
something well within human contemplation. Today we
can cross the Atlantic in a few hours, but to so many in
our overwhelmingly secular culture death is the end of
everything and anything beyond is not to be
contemplated. Many scientists (by no means all of them),
but those who seem to have caught the spirit of the age,
tell us that the material world is all that there is and that
there is nothing beyond it. ‘Eat, drink and be merry for
tomorrow we die’ used to be the slogan of the hedonist
who saw nothing beyond death, but today (although the
advice is all too rarely followed) the motto seems to be to
‘eat low fat, don’t drink and exercise daily’. Sensible
enough advice in its way, but if the end result of a long
and healthy life is physical and spiritual extinction, a
‘nothingness’ into which all who have ever lived and all
who live now and are to live in the future are to go, what
is the point of it all?
I am sure we all have moments of despair, moments
when we feel we are so overwhelmed with the cares of
the world that life is hardly worth living. For a few highly
sensitive souls and for many more, ‘the balance of
whose minds’, is in the time-honoured words of the
Coroner at an inquest, ‘temporarily disturbed’ this
despair causes them to take their own lives, but happily
for most of us such moments are fleeting. Can we live
without some wider conception of the purpose of life,
some metaphysical concept that gives shape to our
existence? Carl Gustav Jung wrote long ago that for
those in what he called ‘the afternoon of life’ (and he
made it clear that he was talking about people who
passed the first flush of youth and reached the age of
thirty five or so) belief in the continuation of conscious
life beyond physical death is a psychological necessity.
The overwhelmingly materialistic culture of our day
tells us that this is not so. It tells us that, because some
clever scientists like Professor Richard Dawkins teach
that we are just the product of our biology, we cannot
rationally believe in survival of bodily death. To talk of
(Continued on page 4)
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survival of bodily death in present-day company, polite or
otherwise, is as unacceptable as it was to talk frankly
and openly about sex in Victorian England. Yet opinion
polls often tell us that something like 60 or 70 per cent of
those questioned do believe in life after death, despite
the drastic decline in church attendance and hence in
adherence to specific religious beliefs. What most people
lack is a language in which to express their beliefs.
Mainstream Christian clergy often ‘duck’ the question
and offer a stone instead of bread. In a recent television
programme on the subject of spiritualism a young
woman, distraught at the death of her father, had sought
the advice of her local vicar, albeit that she was not of
his flock. He was not able to give her much comfort.
‘When we’re dead, we’re dead’ seemed to sum up his
message. He said something about her father being held
in the mind of Jesus, but made no reference to specific
biblical texts that might have comforted her. Clergy of a
fundamentalist bent may be even worse. For them
heaven is only for believers and no hope is held out for
those, however worthy their lives may have been, who
were not strict believers in their lifetime.
Into this spiritual vacuum the teachings about the
continuation of life given through Emanuel Swedenborg
ought to come as a great joy and source of comfort and
consolation. Yet how well known are they? Judging by
attendance at New Church services of worship, the
answer may be, ‘Not very well’, although I can testify
from the work I have been doing at the Swedenborg
Society that there is considerable interest out there in the
wider world. I believe there is great spiritual hunger in
our society today. For many, mainstream religions

cannot satisfy that hunger and they turn in all directions,
often to ‘New Age’ practices, some of them quite
superficial. Death, under whatever circumstances it
occurs, is such an awesome thing that few are unmoved
and many are inspired by the passing of someone dear
to them to make a new start, to achieve things they may
not have done before or to live life more fully and
effectively. A belief that death is not the end but a
glorious beginning ought to have a real effect on how we
conduct our daily lives. We can hold our heads high,
knowing that our dear ones are not extinct, but have
merely passed on to a higher phase of existence, which
we ourselves will one day experience. Should we worry
about those who cannot share these beliefs? We can try
and bring comfort by telling them about the teachings we
find so consoling, but if the recipients are not ready to
receive the message, our efforts may be counterproductive and even harmful. We must love and help our
neighbours, but we cannot live their lives for them. That
they can only do themselves, but we can rejoice in the
teaching that God loves all of us, whether we are
‘religious’ or not, and does not leave anyone entirely
comfortless. We are invited to co-operate in the work of
Divine Providence, but from our pygmy standpoint we
are unable to see all its wise and wonderful ways. That
should teach us humility, but should also give us comfort
and encourage us to continue in our efforts to make New
Church teachings known to more and more people.
Richard Lines

From the Writings ...
First, we need to say where peace comes from. Divine peace is within the Lord, arising from the oneness of his divine
nature and the divine human nature within him. The divine quality of peace in heaven comes from the Lord, arising
from his union with heaven’s angels, and specifically from the union of the good and the true within each angel. These
are the sources of peace. We may therefore conclude that peace in the heavens is the divine nature intimately
affecting everything good there with blessedness. So it is the source of all the joy of heaven. In its essence, it is the
divine joy of the Lord’s divine love, arising from his union with heaven and with every individual there. This joy,
perceived by the Lord in the angels and by the angels from the Lord, is peace. It flows down from there to provide
angels with everything that is blessed and delightful and happy - what is called “heavenly joy.”
Heaven and Hell 286

One day we must come to see that peace is not merely a distant goal we seek, but that it is a means by which we
arrive at that goal. We must pursue peaceful ends through peaceful means.
Martin Luther King
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Governing Council Report

September 2004

Rather than meeting at Purley Chase which was
unavailable, we enjoyed the hospitality of Sarah Talbot
and Anne Cansell at the College for our meeting from
3rd to 4th September 2004. We are very grateful for all
that was done to make us welcome and comfortable.

Later in the meeting Purely Chase was further
discussed. There had been little progress in the month
since Conference but members of the Council are hard
at work and will meet in London in November or
December specifically to bring work and ideas together.

I suppose I had not appreciated how hard it would be
to record a meeting at which I was, at last, able to speak.
I arrived excitedly and left wearily only 24 hours later,
grateful to be driven home by Rev Clifford Curry. There
is so much to discuss, plan and mull over. There are
routine items which are dealt with quickly, many small
issues which are of great importance to the individuals or
groups involved and need careful consideration, new
policies and strategies required by law but which are not
very exciting and the big issues which need time and a
great deal of planning.

As a very new member of the Council it is quite
scary to look at the responsibility on us, especially
having received a formal Government document about
my new responsibilities as the Director of a Company. I
had not seen Governing Councillors in quite that light
before! I know that many Directors of companies are
quite ruthless and I am aware that Conference
Governing Councillors are not. They care deeply as
would be expected in a church based organisation.
Sadly, at times, however, the laws of the land apply even
to Conference and I am very impressed with Zoë’s work
in raising awareness of legal issues and helping to put
Conference’s house in order from a legal point of view.
So the Council has to work with time-consuming policies
for travel and subsistence, relocation, child protection,
health and safety and many others. Inevitably individuals
who work for the church and groups who are connected
to Conference will be affected by some of these external
demands. Those readers who are at work will
experience this in their working lives as well. Hopefully,
before long, most policies and strategies will be in place
and the Council can move on.

July’s Conference was reviewed in some detail using
a comprehensive list of comments made by Michael
Hindley. He had noted all remarks and suggestions
heard and this made quite long and interesting reading.
In general it was felt that the feast of music had added
greatly to the enjoyment and spirituality of the week and
thanks were expressed to all who contributed. The
‘spiritual day’ was thought to be appreciated with formal
business being restricted to one day. It was decided that
this pattern will be repeated. I will be drawing up the
timetable for next year so please let me know if you have
specific ideas or wishes.
We hope that Zoë’s work on ‘voting eligibility’ might
come to fruition next year. The Governing Council plans
that a Member of Conference will be able to vote even if
he or she does not represent a group - within certain
constraints. Many groups and individuals will receive
information about this and be asked for their views. You
can help by responding quickly if you are asked. It
cannot happen without a special Extraordinary General
Meeting early next Conference.
Purley Chase is certainly one of the most demanding
items on the agenda at present. This follows
Conference’s agreement in principle that it should be
redeveloped. Before this meeting started the eleven
people who form the Governing Council met with Rev
David and Mrs Anne Gaffney, both of whom are
interested in working with the Purley vision. Council
members were keen to hear their ideas and exchange
very early thoughts. It is certainly likely that David’s
ministry will not follow the conventional ‘society’ pattern
but nothing else is yet decided.

Meanwhile there was concern that many
appointments of vitally important workers were all to
terminate in 2006. The Council was pleased to extend
contracts for the Communications Officer, David Glover,
and the CAM Coordinator Jan Millar. The Chief
Executive Officer, Michael Hindley and the Treasurer,
Nigel Sutton, have been moved onto long term contracts
making the need for their early replacement less likely we all hope.
The meeting ended, as it began, with prayer to the
Lord. Council members try to keep him before them in all
their deliberations and the good of his Church on earth is
their prime motivation.
Judith Wilson
Conference Recorder

Rhodes New Church has closed following a final service on Sunday 24th October. There are some
fine pieces of oak altar furniture and enquiries should be made to the church secretary, John Ford,
2 Wentworth Close, Archer Park, Middleton, Manchester M24 4BD Telephone 0161 643 5762.
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Moments in Moscow
“Wow!” we said repeatedly to one another. “We are in
Moscow!” Feelings of anticipation, uncertainty, curiosity
and excitement had accompanied us for some time
through the process of planning, booking and obtaining
visas. They had begun to leave us as we landed at
Domodedovo Airport which looked and felt like many
others throughout the world. We had survived the
choking fumes of a Friday evening rush-hour in a taxi
that was too small for us and our modest luggage, to be
met by Rev Alexander Gorbenko and his lovely eighteen
year old English-speaking daughter, Tamara, at our
excellent hotel which was of internationally good
standard with friendly helpful English-speaking staff. I
realise that I am stressing the language – it was quickly
noticeable that we could read only the brand-names on
numerous bill-boards. Everything else was in a different
alphabet, let alone a different language.
Marion Curry and I had determined long ago to be at
the Moscow celebrations for our Russian friend, Alex.
Originally John and Margaret Presland had planned to
be there too but John’s health sadly made that
impossible. We were delighted, however, when the Rev
Christopher Hasler arranged to travel with us. It was a
further pleasure when I was asked to represent
Conference at the celebrations.

lecture, into an understanding of the importance of
Psalms in our lives, especially to help us through low
times. After each sentence or two Mikhail Roschin
translated for the Russian people. During these times
Marion and I immersed ourselves in the atmosphere and
the view. After a break Goran lectured on the Last
Judgement and fortunately we had an English version to
read. I was, however, distracted by the brides and
grooms walking out of Red Square after what we learnt
to be the customary visit for photographs.
The Russian group, many of whom attempt English
and some very well, have been meeting for lectures and
discussion but not yet, it seems, for worship. So Marion
and I opened the Service of Affirmation which followed
by singing ‘be still for the presence of the Lord, the holy
one, is here’! It was very moving to sing in such a
situation. Christopher then led a very beautiful service.
Alex was presented by two of the group with Russian
words, apparently of delight to accept him as their Priest
with a promise to support him in his work. Christopher
then anointed him with oil, as was usual in Ancient
Israel, and eventually their new Minister led us all in the
Lord’s Prayer.

Next morning a taxi whisked us through wide quiet
streets to a building on the banks of the Moskva River
where Alex had booked a stylish room with a view.
Twenty one of us sat around a table with a few more
people arriving later. Marion and I quickly took
advantage of seats facing the window – overlooking the
Kremlin, the entrance to Red Square and St Basil’s
Cathedral (well known for its multi-coloured domes).
What a view and it was so tantalising as we had to wait
to explore it! Alex, Irina, his wife and Tamara sat with us.
Christopher and Rev Goran Applegren from Sweden sat
opposite.

Rev Alexander Gorbenko Irina Gorbenko

The Moscow Group
The day commenced with a memorial service for the
people of Beslan. It was a moving experience to be so
close and we were very aware of the sadness of the
people and their sense of vulnerability. Appropriately,
however, Christopher then led people, through his first
6

After I had given the greetings of Conference to the
people there were photographs followed by a hot meal
for everyone in a dimly lit bar below ground in the
building. We excitedly sampled three courses with coffee
or tea – including the famous borsch which was
mysterious, hot and beetrooty. It was a splendid
(Continued on page 7)
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occasion. Despite the inevitable after lunch feeling
Christopher gave his second lecture on the Psalms,
concentrating on Psalm 119 and its importance to Jesus
– an apparently new idea for the people who had not
realised the value of the Word to Jesus in his life. There
were several interesting questions at the end and
interest from about ten people in regular meetings for
worship and study..
This special day was a long but very happy one: very
cold, but dry. It culminated for Tamara, Marion and me
with a longed for visit to the Bolshoi Ballet. Not all eyes
were dry at the end of Giselle! It was a perfect ending to
an amazing day.
Sunday and Monday were sunny and warm. At last
we were able to walk through Red Square at the
beginning of a three hour guided tour of the fabulous
city. We delighted in the magnificent buildings, the open
spaces, beautiful park areas and the views
complemented by the river, empty of any shipping but
glistening and always nearby.
In the afternoon Alex took Christopher out of the city
to meet a Russian professor and translator who is
interested in Swedenborg’s influence on Russian
literature and hopes to organise a seminar in the college
where he teaches. Christopher told us that this
gentleman had lived all his life in a family dacha, a
wooden house built among the trees in the country.
During this time Tamara tried to teach Marion and me to
use the underground system. We learnt that one station
could have three or four names and that the English
names on our map appear nowhere underground. We
also realised that street names too were in Russian only

Three in Red Square
Judith Wilson Marion Curry Rev Christopher Hasler
despite the map! It was an awesome city to travel
around. Despite this, however, we shopped (or, rather,
window shopped mostly) in the touristy Arbat area and
the famous – and posh - GUM shopping precinct, we
took ourselves into the Kremlin and its gold-domed
churches and we visited the art gallery. We are very
grateful for the help of Alex, Tamara and Elena, enabling
us to experience restaurants with no English on the
menu but super food which we would have been unable
to choose on our own. Also with them we enjoyed sight
seeing on the Moskva River and a tour of the best metro
stations, noted for their chandeliers, mosaics, statues
and marble. We tried to ignore the rush hour crowds, the
heat and the concern of all for safety. Like so many, our
Russian friends live with this everyday.
Our last evening started with a meeting requested by
the groups’ leaders to discuss the future and was
followed by a joyful gathering in a local restaurant
serving excellent fish and some really tasty boeuf
stroganov. We flew home on Tuesday, tired, footsore
and a bit achy after a really full and very happy weekend.
Alexander and Irina waved us off and we felt we had left
behind our really good friends, whose future was
uncertain but exciting and challenging. We pray that Alex
will be richly rewarded in his work with the lovely people
he is to serve, and we thank the Lord for the opportunity
given to us to share with them and to experience
Moscow for ourselves.

The Annunciation Cathedral in the Kremlin
This cathedral was built between 1484 and 1489 and
expanded over the later centuries. Since 1993 regular
services have recommenced in the cathedral.
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Judith Wilson

become a living centre for Conference, be attractive to
people of all ages, and become a centre for teaching and
the heightening of people’s spirituality. Purley will close
at the end of the 2005 summer season and the indicative
programme envisages the modernised building reopening in the spring of 2006. The Council has very
gratefully accepted the offer from Mr & Mrs Wilf
Woodhouse to delay their retirement to enable Purley to
stay open until the building work begins.

GOVERNING COUNCIL UPDATE
Green Light given for Modernisation

Outline brief
The Council’s intention is therefore to modernise Purley
to provide:
•

a bed capacity of 56 in single & double bedrooms to
generic “travel lodge” en-suite standards with
reasonable comfort; including some family rooms or
one or more dormitories for use at children’s
schools;

•

provide some additional new communal rooms
including a multi-purpose worship & teaching room
for up to 90 people, and seminar rooms; a new
manager’s flat and associated administrative, office
and related reception spaces;

•
•
•
•
•

optimise the flexibility of room useage
a larger dining room for 90;
probably a licensed bar;
minimal but improved car-parking;
toilets, showers, and disabled access throughout, to
statutory requirements.

Conference AGM endorsement
Following a comprehensive digital projection
presentation at the Conference Annual General Meeting
in July this year, the Conference gave its unanimous
approval to the Governing Council’s proposals to
modernise Purley Chase as the Church’s retreat centre
for the 21st century. The Conference passed this
Resolution:
“That the Conference, recognising that Purley
Chase cannot continue in its present form,
endorses the Council's proposals to modernise
and extend it for continued use by the General
Conference and others as a residential centre in
the 21st century within the planning, highways and
other statutory constraints on the capacity of the
site. It urges that any development should be
undertaken sensitively and empathetically with the
objective of preserving the essential nature of
Purley and its special atmosphere as a retreat
centre.”

Executive Steering Group
Subsequently the Council has authorised its [Purley]
Executive Steering Group, comprising the Chief
Executive, Michael Hindley; the Treasurer, Nigel Sutton;
and the Chairman of the Purley Chase Committee, David
Haseler; to continue to work with the firm of architects to
progress plans for the modernisation work. Additionally,
the Rev. David Gaffney, whose Conference employment
and initial placement will be to co-ordinate the spiritual
and educational activities at Purley, will join the
Executive Group.
Rationale
The Council’s rationale is that the inevitable reduction in
the size of the Conference with fewer local churches will
lead to Purley being an even greater focus for the
Church in the 21st century. The vision is for Purley to
8

All of this will be dependent upon the results of the
measured survey and asbestos inspection of the existing
premises. However subject to the survey results, the
architects initial view if that all of these spaces can be
contained within the existing buildings including the
current manager’s accommodation.
Indicative cost
The indicative cost is between £750,000 and £1 million
but will depend upon the detailed design although
several cost-checks will be undertaken at key stages in
the design process as required by the Royal Institute of
British Architects [RIBA] procedures.
Architects
MRP of Birmingham have been appointed who will also
provide additional specialist advise such as quantity,
structural, mechanical & electrical, landscaping and
interior design services as necessary. A bill of quantities
will be used to provide greater cost control when seeking
tenders from building contractors.
(Continued on page 9)

(Continued from page 8)

4. Procurement & initiation
approx. 16 weeks; May - August 2005
incorporating:

Design programme
The whole design will be in four distinct parts:
1. Feasibility and Outline Proposals
approximately 6 weeks, October - November 2004
incorporating:
Detailed survey of the building, produce drawings of
current building & room sizes;
analyse & appraise existing layout compared with
modernised brief; produce concept sketch options
relative to layout, design & construction; consult planners
etc; preliminary costing of outline design.
Assessment of minor works/enabling works that may
productively be carried out prior to the main project
commencement. These could include heating boiler and
controls upgrades and geothermal heating circuits if
considered worthwhile during the design phase. This
work to be tendered and contracts placed for start in May
to end July 2005.
2. Scheme Design
approx. 10 weeks, November 2004 - January 2005
incorporating:
Refine design proposals; produce plans, sections,
elevations & perspective sketches/visuals; detailed
consultation with planners/submit planning application;
agree room data/interior design; prepare specification/bill
of quantities; refine costing.
3. Detailed Design
approx. 13 weeks, February - April 2005
incorporating:
Finalise design proposals, specification/bill of quantities
& costing; leading to all drawings, schedules,
specifications, bill of quantities for both tender and
construction processes; re-evaluation of tender cost.

Development of the tender packages from production
information; selection of contractors panel; issue of
tender information; analyse tender returns; interview
prospective/best tenderer; appoint contractor & issue
letters of intention for mobilisation; project begins.
Project period
30 weeks, September 2005 - April 2006
Each of these processes will conform to the RIBA
standard form of agreement and the timescales indicated
above and may change depending upon Local Authority
planning approvals etc.
Other strategies
The Council has also begun to consider other strategies
needed within the overall strategic plan when the
modernised Purley re-opens including management,
staffing and governance.
Comments
The Council therefore wishes to provide opportunities for
comment and observations on the modernisation
process. These should be forwarded as soon as
possible to:
Michael Hindley
Chief Executive
The General Conference of the New Church
59 Campernell Close
Brightlingsea
Colchester
Essex CO7 0TB
Tel: 01206 303800
Email: michael.hindley@generalconference.org.uk

Peace does not rest in charters and covenants alone. It lies in the hearts and minds of all people. And if it is
cast out there, then no act, no pact, no treaty, no organization can hope to preserve it without the support
and whole hearted commitment of all people. So let us not rest all our hopes on parchment and on paper, let
us strive to build peace, a desire for peace, a willingness to work for peace in the hearts and minds of all of
our people. I believe that we can. I believe the problems of human destiny are not beyond the reach of
human beings. Peace is a daily, a weekly, a monthly process, gradually changing opinions, slowly eroding
old barriers, quietly building new structures. So let us persevere. Peace need not be impracticable - and war
need not be inevitable.
John F Kennedy
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In Memory
Peter passed into the next life on September 24th aged
78 years, having lived in Bournemouth all his life. He
flew Tiger moths and Spitfires during the war, although
not in combat, and as an engineer worked for De
Havilands, BAC and Lontech.
He became interested in the New Church when he
and his wife Joyce were living very close to our
Bournemouth Church in Tuckton, and their only daughter
Patricia at 4 years old, started attending the Sunday
School. He soon became involved, as did Joyce, and
willingly and capably made a generous contribution to
the life of the church over many years until sadly he was
unable to do so after a serious stroke eight years ago.
He became a Sunday School teacher and also ran the
Junior choir, and instigated the “Carols by Candlelight”
gathering on Christmas Eve in the church, using his
musical skills and those of his daughter. Local
instrumentalists were encouraged to take part alongside
young and old members of the congregation, and he
organised the special lighting. Having become an annual
event, it still proves to be as popular as ever.

Peter Perrett
When his friend and mentor Rev Paul Vickers
retired, Peter became Sunday School Superintendent for
5 years, was also Newsletter editor, and was church
secretary for 20 years. He also helped Paul with the
Lifeline in its early days when it took over from the New
Church Herald. He enjoyed creative writing and came up
with entertaining pantomime scripts or poetry at family
gatherings, and adapted the Pied Piper into a musical
play for the Guides and Brownies. His practical skills
came in handy for the pantomimes put on in the church
hall in the 90’s - most memorable being the
transformation during Aladdin of Widow Twankey’s
Laundry into a MacDonalds!
Peter was a talented man yet he didn’t push himself
forward. He was kind and modest with a devoted love for
his wife and family. The struggles of his stroke are
behind him and the opportunities of the spiritual world lie
before him, where “happy ever after” is not just for
pantomime but for those who have lived their faith.
Rev Clifford Curry

Keeping the Score
Games are an important part of life for many people in
this country. Keeping the score in them can be fraught
with danger as all the effort hinges on the final result.
Missing a run or giving a point to the wrong side can
start warlike responses. Mankind often feels the need to
keep the score in other areas of life. For some, living in a
small house in an upper class area scores more credits
than living in a large house in a poorer one; being
famous, rich, a graduate, good looking, talented, - bring
many credits. We keep these scores because we have a
need to compare ourselves with others. It bolsters our
ego to feel superior to those around us. The trouble s
that it makes living so exhausting because there is
always someone higher up the ladder and we also might
slip below the Inferior ones below.
Many folks assume that God keeps a score too.
They believe He loves us and lets us into heaven if we
earn sufficient ‘Brownie Points.’ These points can be
gained by attending Church, helping old ladles across
the road, or if you are an old lady, helping an even older
lady, making pilgrimages, suffering in someway, like
having the mother-in-law to live in, or sacrificing your
whole life and happiness to a good cause. Others think
that points can be earned by admitting what a terrible
person they are. But all these are just food for our egos
or self hood. Deep down we fear that we can never
score enough to qualify for heaven.

If we believed the way things really are, that
everything good comes from God and everything evil
from hell, then we would not take credit for the good
within us or blame for the evil. Whenever we thought
or did anything good, we would focus on the Lord,
and any evil that flowed in we would throw back into
the hell it came from. Heaven and Hell 302
The only score for us now Is ZERO! ‘Nil points’. We
are NOTHING OF OURSELVES. All we have and are, is
from the Lord or, If we choose, from hell. This may seem
demeaning. It is not. It frees us. We do not have to be
anyone special In our eyes or those of the world, nor do
we have to be rich, talented or famous. We can be
content to be the person the Lord created us to be. The
skills we have and see in others are all gifts from the
Lord. When we stop hiding behind the good we do and
keeping ‘the score’, we lose our self-importance and
open ourselves to receive life from the Lord. We will also
see evil entering our thoughts and desires, resist It and
flee from it.
God does not keep the score. He hands us the ball
and says, “Here you are, you can play the game of life
using MY life and rules. It is not the score that counts at
the end our life but the person we have become as we
play.
Rev John Sutton

The New Church teaches that these are completely
mistaken Ideas about God and us:
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A Sense of Peace
When I was Secretary of Conference, I always made a
point of having a day off on the Monday after the Annual
meeting of Conference. Conference was always
enjoyable and stimulating, but it was tiring and
sometimes stressful. I was on the go more or less
continuously from 7.30 a.m. to 11.30 p.m. each day, with
quite a lot of that time requiring a high level of
concentration. It was a great pleasure to be able to take
things more easily this year.
Although I did not need a break so much, I decided
to continue with the tradition of a day out. I enjoy visiting
old churches and so, on a warm and sultry morning, I set
off in the car for North West Essex. As my wife’s parttime job involves her in working on Mondays, Tuesdays
and half of Wednesdays, I was accompanied only by
Simon Jenkins’ England’s Thousand Best Churches and
dear old John Betjeman’s Collins Guide to English
Parish Churches.
I was able to look round four churches in all, but the
one which made the biggest impression on me was the
smallest, which also happened to be the oldest, having
some Saxon windows. It was Chickney, between
Thaxted and Great Dunmow. It is in a remote spot, with
no village. From experience, my appetite was whetted by
the first sentence of Betjeman’s description: “A preConquest church set in an isolated position.” Jenkins
said: “It lies detached from any village beyond an
asparagus farm. Pheasants rise shrieking from an
overgrown churchyard, which is sheltered by chestnuts
and sycamores. Nothing else moves or breathes.”

The church is no longer regularly used for worship. It
is in the hands of the Churches Conservation Trust, but
remains a consecrated building. It is still well looked after
and cared for. There were fresh flowers and there was
no dust on the pews. I was the first person to sign the
visitors’ book that day. One couple had visited on the
previous day. All the names back to June were
accommodated on one page.
What a wonderful sense of peace there was. For a
while I sat quietly on a pew, reluctant to move on. Even
the planes could not destroy the atmosphere.
The last church I went to was just a few miles away
at Little Easton. As I was looking round, I heard a rustling
sound. Eventually I discovered that an unfortunate bird
had fallen down inside one of the organ pipes. It could
not make its way back up the pipe and occasionally I
saw its feathers in the opening near the bottom of the
pipe – too small for it to escape. There was nothing I
could do, but, as I had my mobile phone and found the
phone number of the rector, the Rev Gillian Greenslade,
I telephoned her in case anything could be done for the
bird.
She was responsible for four other churches,
including Chickney. I told her that I had been there and
what a wonderful atmosphere it had. She replied: “We
think it’s a special place.” And indeed it was. I’m afraid I
don’t know what happened about the bird.
Gordon Kuphal
From the Editor:

The last half mile to the church is along an
unmetalled track. I did not see the asparagus or the
pheasants, but the farm buildings were there, as were
the chestnuts and sycamores. A little further on was a
gateway and drive to the local hall.
The church is small and atmospheric. The corners in
it are not rectangular and the chancel is askew from the
nave. As the crow flies – or rather the Boeing 747s and
767s – it is barely two and a half miles from the end of
the runway at Stansted. In the haze, every few minutes I
could see the planes banking away at the start of their
journeys to Corfu, Lanzerotte or Florida. At least the
sound was a heavy drone rather than a shattering roar.
But, not surprisingly, everywhere in the district I saw
notices protesting against the plans for a second runway
at Stansted.

I would have liked to include a photograph of Chickney
church to illustrate this article by Gordon but as one was
not immediately available I searched on the internet. As
a result I found a web site full of photographs of Essex
churches and amongst them two of Chickney.
The first taken in about 1900 shows that the church
had by then fallen into disrepair but a more recent
picture from 1969 shows a much restored building. I
have not obtained permission to print these pictures so if
you are interested in looking at the church where there
was a “wonderful sense of peace” please use the web
address below:
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/i.rose/chickney.htm

Please note that an article with photographs on the ordination of Rev Esther Byrne will be published in the
December issue.
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News from the Ukraine
Sometimes I hear news from abroad which both cheers
me up and makes me wish that I could do more to help
our fellow-believers in far-flung countries. For the past
ten years I have been able to send books to help a group
of young people in Dnepropetrovsk (find it in your atlas
- I had to do so!) who had discovered Emanuel
Swedenborg’s book Heaven and Hell when it was
republished in Russian in 1993. In mid-September I
received an e-mail message from them, and here is a
part of it …

Dear Rev Norman Ryder,
The members of Dnepropetrovsk Swedcnborg Society
(Ukraine) make an appeal to you. Our Society began its
history from 1993 ... Since that time its members
devoted all their efforts to spreading the ideas, accepted
with hearts, among Russian speaking people. From the
beginning of its activity Dnepropetrovsk Society together
with Crimean Society translated and published several
books of Swedenbotg writings.
Besides this during more than 10 years of our
activity Dnepropetrovsk Society is constantly spreading
the ideas and foundations of Swedenborg doctrine.
There were hold many meetings with people from
different parts of CIS area and abroad. These meetings
and communications helped them in understanding and
accepting great ideas of Swedenborg ... And now there
are many contacts with people interested in Writings
from regions, towns, villages and places of Ukraine,
Russia, lsrael, Germany, Bulgaria, England, U.S.A. and
many others. The members of our Society send them
books, write them letters, answer on their telephone
calls....
During this activity becomes clear the absolute
necessity of Swedenborg centre where all who wanted
could receive the help, support, understanding and
communication ... But the absence of constantly working
Swedenborg Centre produced many problems and
difficulties in organizing meetings . ..Therefore all people
who visited meetings expressed the wishes about
founding the Swedenborg Centre in Dnepropetrovsk ...
In the large territory of CIS area there is no any place

Lifeline
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were people who interested in Swedenborg Doctrine
could find like-minded persons.
Now the opportunity and good chance of the solving
this question is come. With the help of God a beautiful
place was found recently. We turn to you now because
the situation is very urgent ... from the beginning of next
year it will be the new Law, which will very increase the
prices on the realty. Now we apply for the financial help
and support to the common people and official
organizations ... during all period of our activity
Dnepropctrovsk Society never asked for the help one
organization ...But the whole funds needed for
purchasing the building, registration of it and
reconstruction makes up rather great sum. That is why
our DnepropetrovSk Society appeals to you as a priest
of the New Church. We ask you to report to your parish
the request from the common people from distant land of
Ukraine about the financial help in establishment the
First working Centre for spreading the Doctrine of
Swedenborg in CIS area. We hope that within their
powers common people who understand the value of
Swedenborg Doctrine and also the value and necessity
of communication of like-minded persons also can help
to make the reality a dream of our people, which thirst for
cognizing the Swedenborg Doctrine. We would be very
glad and gratitude to any voluntary donations from those
who answer on appeal of people from Ukraine.
We all believe that if people united in one idea and
look in one direction and love God they always will find
the possibility to help one. another in good deeds! We
look forward to bear from you.
Best regards, Dnepropetrovsk Swedenborg Society.
… There is no way that we could raise the kind of
amount which they obviously need for the purchase etc
of premises for their dream, but anything we can raise
and send will confirm their belief that people over here
care for their work and witness in their “distant land of
Ukraine”.
Rev Norman Ryder
From the Chester Newsletter

Alan C Misson
Tel: 020 8777 5098
Email: alanmisson@btinternet.com
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